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3D: LIGHTING BIBLE
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Floor

1. Hashi
Davide Groppi

2. Flex
Luctra

3. Ginger
Marset

On show: Euroluce, Milan

On show: Interieur, Kartrijk

On show: Euroluce, Milan

A floor lamp conceived to provide direct
light in a simple and flexible manner;
Hashi’s principal component is the pivot
point between two chopsticks that serve as
light sources.
The two sticks can be positioned in
different ways, creating a strong, graphic
effect in space.
www.davidegroppi.com

Good light where it's needed any time of
the day, the new lamp from Luctra delivers
it all. Thanks to its battery, the portable
Flex lamp lets you bring the perfect light
with you anywhere.
The colour and brightness of the light can
be adjusted and has proven biological
effects.
www.luctra.eu

The combination of sheets of wood and
paper pressed together under high pressure
achieves a laminate that appears almost
entirely flat, which discreetly lights up
spaces with indirect light. In this floor
version with movable arm the Ginger
lampshade hangs from a structure that
replaces the ceiling.
www.marset.com

4. Bullet
Formagenda

5. Christie
Nahoor

6. Float
Sklo

On show: Maison et Objet, Paris

On show: Maison et Objet, Paris

On show: Euroluce, Milan

Designed by Benjamin Hopf, Bullet is a very
reduced, iconic product family.
The surface of the light is silk-matt etched
and velvety white, all metallic parts are
held in a black silky contrast.The black
fabric covered cable perfectly completes
the look for a clean, minimalist addition to
any room.
www.formagenda.com

The new 2017 collection combines simple
geometry with the rigour of minimalism.
Designed by William Pianta the Christie floor
light is finished in polished chrome, and
burgundy Murano glass. Available in satin
chrome, burnished, brass, copper, white or
back lacquered. Transparent Murano glass is
also an option for the sphere.
www.nahoor.com

A large sphere of Czech glass with a custom
brass socket assembly through one side.
Each sphere is broken hot from the glass
master’s pipe and the mouth is torchpolished to create a unique detail.
Two thumb screws attach the removable
socket from the side of the glass sphere to
access the lamp.
www.sklo.com

